LEON EHRENPREIS
at 1 is Y. Let V be a complete metrizable locally convex topological vector space.
The map / of G into V is said to be differentiate in the direction Γeq at xeG if \ (-i) [(exptY) we denote the space of continuous maps of G into V with the topology of uniform convergence in V on the compact sets of G. By the carrier of an / 6 g?° we mean the closure of the set of points where fφO.
An operator on G is a linear mapping of a subspace of if exp (t n X n ) form a coordinate system. It is clearly sufficient to prove that / is in the domain of D γ at 1 and that (D γ f)(x)=h(x) for any xeN.
Now, θ: (t l9 1 2 , , t n ) -> (exp (t x Y), exp (t 2 X 2 ),
, exp (t n X n )) maps a circular neighborhood M of 0 in real Euclidean %-space homeomorphically onto N. It is immediate from the definitions that a continuous map p of G into y is differentiate in the direction Y at 1 if and only if pθ has a continuous partial derivative in the direction t τ at 0, and then for all x in a suitable neighborhood of 1. From this and the known closure of 3/8^ on Euclidean space, our assertion follows. Now, let Y l9 Y 2 , , Y n be a basis for g. We set 
G=yj (interior Na t ).
It is easily seen that it is sufficient to show that, for any i, and for any integers r u r 2 A sequence of open, relatively compact (that is, of compact closure) sets KiCG will be called a scattered resolution of G (see [5] ) if \jK % =G and if, given any compact set KC.G, only a finite number of the K t meet K. Given any scattered resolution {K t } of G, there exists a partition of unity {h t } relative to it; by this is meant that the indefinitely differentiate functions h t have the properties that :
For any x e G, Σ h i (x) = l.
(This sum has meaning because all but a finite number of terms are zero.) To establish the existence of the partition of unity {ht} 9 we have only to note that the scattered resolution {ifj can be " refined " to a scattered resolution {L t } by coordinate neighborhoods (that is, each K t is contained in a union of a finite number of L 7 ). The existence of a partition of unity relative to {LJ is readily verified and, in turn, implies immediately the existence of a partition of unity relative to By £& ' (or &'(V) we denote the dual of & with the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded (compact) sets of £^. It can be shown (see [7] ) that, £&' can also be described as the space of continuous linear maps of Let k be a continuous map on GxG and xeG.
Then by k Xi=x we mean the map on G: y->k (x, y) . Suppose that, for all xeG, k Xi==x is in a space U of mappings on G. Then by k λ we mean the mapping x -> k Xι=x of G ~+U. Let L be a map defined on U; then we say that k is in the domain of L, and we denote by L 2 k the map
If the range of L is again a space of mappings on G, then we say also that k is in the domain of L 2/ and we shall denote by L 2l k the mapping on GxG:
We can now define, as in [5] , two products involving distributions and functions :
For any Se&\ i;e 3 S, then we have two inner products: SJc and S 2 k which are both in &.
For any S, Ue 3$' we define the direct products S 1 x U 2 and S 2 xU 1 e,S" by
The direct products define continuous bilinear maps which are commutative, while the inner products are only separately continuous bilinear maps. (If y, Wj X are topological vector spaces and t: Vx W-> X is a bilinear map, then t is called separately continuous (see [4] , [5] ) if, for 5, & any bounded sets in V, W respectively, the maps w -> t (b, w), v -> t(v, b) are, for beB, VeB', equicontinuous linear maps of W-+X and V-+X respectively.)
By {Qi} we shall denote an enumeration of the operators D r Ό rsι D Tm with Qi=identity.
For / a continuous map defined on G, / is the map x -• f(x~τ). We shall denote by η the function on G defined by dxg=η(g)dx, where dx is a left invariant Haar measure. It is known that Ve £?(C) and, moreover, η is a homomorphism on G. By ω we denote the function on G defined by dx~1=ω(x)dx. Again, ωe %f(C) and ω is a homomorphism on G. It is readily verified that ^(y)^^-1 ) for any yeG. For any Se 3ί\ we write S f=S-ωf for any fe&.
3 Convolution on G. For any continuous map / of G into V and any x e G we define the translations for any yeG. Proof. We shall establish the theorem for the map (#, /)->£(#)/ of Gx^-^^; the other parts of the proposition may be established by similar methods. By the results of Dieudonne and Schwartz (see [4] , [5] ) it is sufficient to prove that this is a continuous map of Gx& κ > 2$ for any compact set K of G. Since the map is linear in / and a homomorphism in x, it is sufficient to prove continuity at /=0 and x=l. Let if be a given compact set in G and choose K f a compact set in G so large that K r contains the carriers of all 2(x)f for xe& κ . Let M be a neighborhood of zero in £& κ ,. Then we can find operators On Qii -",Qr, and continuous semi-norms ft. ft> >/°* on V, and a positive number a so that M contains the set of h e ^^ which satisfy max p % [(Qjh) It follows immediately from this that we can be assured that, for q 6 &K, ze K, We are now in a position to define the convolution product involving distributions and functions. The definition differs slightly from that of Schwartz [13] : For any Se&', /eS, xeG, we set
This formula can also be considered valid if Se S" and fe if. Proof, (a) Let j be fixed and write A=Dj. We find from the definitions that, for Se £f', fe ξf, S*fe ίf(C) and, moreover, (2) [ACS */)](»)=P rom this it follows by iteration that, for any Q=Q S , we have Proof. Let us suppose that S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and let K be a fixed compact set in G. We shall show first that there exists a compact set
Assume this is not the case, and let {ίΓJ be a compact exhaustion of G. (That is, each K t is a compact set which is the closure of a nonempty open set. Moreover, K i dK ί+1 and \JKt=G.) We shall produce a sequence {g t } with the following properties: Suppose that the sequences {#J, {w&J, {αj can be found. Then for any i > 1, Since the set {αj is clearly not contained in any compact set of G, we conclude that S * Σ g ό is not of compact carrier, which contradicts our hypothesis.
It remains to define the sequences {&}, {mj, and {αj. Let #! 6 ϋ^jj-be chosen so that S * g 1^£ 0.
Let α x be any point in G for which (S * ^)( Let m k+1 be chosen so that carrier (S */) C^m fc+1> and let α fc+i be some point in JBΓ TOfc+i -ϋΓ mfc such that (S */)(α*+i) 7^ 0. Define
The sequences {gr.J, {mj, {α.J are thus defined. It is clear that conditions 1, 3, 4 are satisfied. Further, each g t e S# κ and, for R any semi-norm on D κ of the kind used to define the topology of that space, it is clear that
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, let us assume that S is not of compact carrier, and let K be a given compact symmetric neighborhood of 1 in G. It is clear that we can choose an open set U in G such that S does not vanish on U and such that U f\ K r is empty, where K f is a compact symmetric set such that S * 2)' κ C & κ ,. It follows easily that we can find a g e G, and an / e D such that carrier fCKgCZU, S-f^O.
On the other hand, by definition,
Thus, S /=(S* ^(g)f)(g-1 )=-0; this contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1.
The set of distributions of g 7 ' forms a vector space of continuous linear mappings of 3ί ^3? under convolution; we give this space the compact-open topology (see [6] ) and obtain a topological vector space J. A fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in J consists of all sets N for which we can find a compact set K in 3ί and a neighborhood of zero M in 3r so that N consists of those Se g*' with S * h eM for all heK.
By Proposition Proof, u is clearly one-to-one, linear, and onto. Moreover, J is given the weakest topology to make the maps of J -> Sf equicontinuous for / in any compact set of 3! by Proposition 6 this implies that u is continuous.
Since w 1 is linear, we need verify continuity only at zero. Let T be a neighborhood of zero in if'; there is a bounded set β C £? so that T contains the set of Se if r which satisfy |S δ|<:i for all of beβ .
Let K be an open symmetric neighborhood of 1 in G whose closure is compact. Then it is clear that we can find a sequence of points α, e G such that {aiK} is a scattered resolution of G (see § 2) . We can also insure that, if a is one of the a l9 so is a~\ Let {h} be a partition of unity relative to this scattered resolution (see § 2). It is readi-ly verified by the method of proof of Proposition 1 of § 3 that, for each i, the set B t of functions S(aO (^/) where α,=αf\ because geA and u^SeN. Now, since ^=e 7 , we have Applying this to equation (5) we obtain (where we set α^^αy 1 ). This contradiction proves the theorem.
5* Extension of the main result. We assumed in § § 2, 3, 4 that V is metrizable. In case V is not metrizable, then the spaces Sf and 3ί can be defined as before, but E is no longer metrizable, and 2$ is not an Sk?^" space in the sence of Dieueonne and Schwartz [4] . However, there is no difficulty in extending the definition and continuity properties of the convolution product to this case. Theorem 1 can be extended to this case, but the proof of Theorem 2 does not extend to the case of V not metrizable. All that can be proven (and the proof is much simpler than the proof of Theorem 2 above) is that u is continuous and that ιr ι is sequentially continuous and takes bounded sets into bounded sets. The continuity of u~ι is an open question.
We assume in the following that V is a complete, locally convex, Hausdorff, topological vector space. By V* we denote the space of continuous linear maps of V into V with the compact-open topology, so F* is again a complete, locally convex, Hausdorff, topological vector space.
Let K and L denote compact subgroups of G. By a representation of K on V we mean a continuous homomorphism U of K into V*. Let U and W be representations of V of K and L respectively. By uw 3ί we denote the space of those fe £&(V*) for which (6) for any keK> leL.
We give VW 2$ the topology induced by 6 General remarks. We have assumed that G is a separable Lie group. In the general case, the spaces if and 3> can be defined as before, but if will not be metrizable and 2# will not be an =£2^ space in the sense of Dieudonne and Schwartz [4] because & will be the inductive limit of a non-denumerable number of spaces, For this reason, the topology of 2$ is best defined as follows : Let {f tj } =ίj be a family of continuous functions on G such that (a) For each ί, only a finite number of j appear. (b) Only a finite number of f u are different from zero on any compact set of G, Then we define N σ as the set of h e & for which for all i, j, where the Qj are as in § 2, and {pj} denotes an enumeration of semi-norms which are sufficient to define the topology of V. The sets N σ are seen to form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero of a locally convex topological vector space which we shall call . In case & is separable it is easily verified that the two definitions agree.
The advantage of the above definition is that it implies immediately the completeness of £&. For, the completion of &>' obviously consists of indefinitely differentiate maps. Moreover, if h is any map in the completion of £&, then, for any continuous function / on G 1 and any k, it is easily seen that p^ifh) is a bounded function. This implies immediately that h is of compact carrier, hence h e 2$.
The properties of convolution can be extended to the nonseparable case and there is no difficulty in extending part of our main results. We can, as in § 5, prove only that the topology of £?' is sequentially, and in regard to bounded sets, the same as the compact-open topology of the space of linear transformations of &-* £$ (under convolution).
The results of § 5 on double coset spaces K\G\L can also be extended to functions invariant under a compact group of automorphisms of G (the group of automorphisms of G is given the compact-open topology).
In addition, the main results of this paper can be extended to locally compact groups. There S? is replaced by the space of continuous functions, 3ί Subscriptions, orders for back numbers, and changes of address should be sent to Pacific Journal of Mathematics, 2120 Oxford Street, Berkeley 4, California.
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